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MEMORY VERSE

... LORD, THOU ART GOD, WHICH HAST
MADE HEAVEN, AND EARTH, AND THE
SEA, AND ALL THAT IN THEM IS:
Acts 4: 24 (KJV)

THE MISSING LINK
Evolution teaches that all life came from "goo."
From that "goo" came the first "simple" cell, which
then evolved or changed into all the living things we see
in the world today: the plants, the insects, and the
animals, including man. (They think man is an animal.)
Have you ever seen a picture like this in any of
your school books, in a museum, or a
magazine? It is an evolutionary
~
chart showing life's "family tree." , . ~ ~
You
might notice the
.
picture shows that a fish changed
to a epti-Ie creatur ,
hieh
changed into an amphibian type
creature, which changed into a
mammal, which changed into a
man! According to evolution, when ~·
you sit down and eat a fish , you are
~·
eating one of your ancestors (a
cousin maybe?) Yuckk! What an idea!
One of the evolutionary "stories"
is that of a salamander. Evolutionists
believe that millions of years ago,
a
salamander was born that was different from

other salamanders. This new salamander was a
mutation or a transitional form. Why did this change
take place? Evolutionists don't have the answer, but
they believe that this new form was somehow better at

After long penods of ttme, this new
creature once again evolved into yet
another creature. This happened over and
over until finally a rat was born. This
story tells us that the salamander (an
amphibian) evolved into a rat (a
mammal)! Quite a story, right?
But there are some BIG problems
with this idea!
Sometimes when we dig into rocks, we find
bones that have turned to stone. We call these bones
fossils. From fossils we understand ha he -animals
that the bones belonged to existed in
tre past at some
time. Fossils of
both the salamander and the rat
have been found, so
we know that they both
existed in the past at some time. But what about those
transitional forms or mutations of the salamander, do
they exist? NO! No one has ever found any fossils of
these im~~inary creatures. Nothing! These
transitiOnal forms are called the "miss~ ing links". Why do we say they are
"missing"? Because they aren't
there! They don't exist! Yet if
~~. '
Evolution is true we MUST see
these chan es, either ha ening in
the past or happening today . We
don't see any "half' creatures
~ (transitional forms)_ in, the fossils,
so we know they dtdn t happen in
~ the past. So then we should see
.M_.,___
some of these "half' creatures today
, right? Wrong! We don't see any "half'
animals now either. So if we can see no
evidence or proof of evolution, why believe
in it? God said, "Let the earth bring forth the
living creature after his kind, cattle, and creeping
thing, and beast of the earth after his kind: and it was
so." Genesis 1:24. That's what we see from the past and
what we see today, whole animals after their kind. No
half-critters! God is the Creator of all life!
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Thanks to the Duffield Family from Ft. Morgan,
CO, who shared this riddle:
The beginning ofetemity,
The end oftime and space,
The beginning ofevery end,
The end of every place.
What ami?

WHALE THAT WALKED?
In 1983 evolutionists said they had found 50million year old fossils of a creature that lived on land,
was about 6 feet long, and was the "missing link"
between whales and land animals. This "whale" that
they said could walk on land was named Pakicetus.
They thought it lived and bred (had babies) on land, but
ate in shallow water. Can whales do that? No! So how
do evolutionist know so much about Pakicetus? They

ASK EUGENE
Wow! Can you imagine it,
half-critters! What would you get if
you crossed a cat and a parrot? Give
up? Apurr-a keel! Ha, ha! You try it.
Try to match the combinations on the
left with what you might call it on the
right.
I . electric eel + sponge
2. cow + chicken
3. raccoon + kangaroo
4. cow+ pogo stick
5. pig+ Christmas tree
6. porcupine + young goat
7. old car+ gorilla
8. insect+ rabbit
9. worm+ fur coat
I 0. parrot+ army man
I I. elephant+ computer
12. sheep + chocolate candy
13. frog+ soft-drink
14. breakfast drink + monkey
15. airplane+
automobile+ dog

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

caterpillar
milkshake
bugs bunny
fur coat with pockets
porky pine
f. grease monkey
g. croak-a-cola
h. stuck-up kid
i. I 0,000 pound
know-it-all
j. flying car-pet
k. shock absorber
I. roost beef
m. orangu-tang
n. parrot-trooper
o. Hershey baa

JUST FOR FUN
Use your imagination. Most evolutionists believe
a whale evolved from a cow! Draw a cow. Then
draw several pictures to show how that cow might
turn into a whale. Do you think something like that
could actually happen? Send your pictures to
Eugene.
must have found a big pile of bones (fossils), right?
Well not really. What they did find was a small bone
they guess was probably part of the skull, two pieces of
jaw bone, and a few teeth. That's all! Do you see a
problem? How can you tell if a creature ( a creature
you're not even sure existed) walked on land when all
you have is a few teeth to look at? No way! That is really
stretching the evidence. When people see a picture like
this though, they think it must be true. But is it? No!
This picture of Pakicetus is ARTWORK !

Jesus loves the little children
all the children of the world
that the cow turned into whale
is an evolution tale
Jesus loves the little children of the world

Eugene's Address Is:
EUGENE
C/0 ALPHA OMEGA INSTITUTE

P.O. BOX 4343
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81502
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